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SAILMAKING EDITION

Bringing Innovation to the Marine Industry

Main features in the new release:
 The newest version represents a significant step forward, making it easier
to design/produce fibre-membrane sails and validate sail designs.
 The user interface has been upgraded to facilitate the viewing and
handling of large project with several sails. On the production side, the
software will now store the user’s settings for panel layout, set UV-cover
by inputting the maximum band width, and all panel curves can be
exported to a csv file to help designers compare sail designs (including
production data).
 Fibre-membrane sails can be developed using any type of panel layout,
including full tri-radial, luff vertical panels, and split foot panels with
shape on ALL seams.

CUSTOMERS’ VIEW
‘We have been very impressed
with the quality of support and
appreciate all of your feedback
and help with our designs.’
SLO Sail And Canvas (US)
‘Azure Project is all working
very well, very happy with it.
Gavin Watson, Penrose
Sailmakers (UK)
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Penrose Sailmakers (UK)
www.penrosesails.co.uk

SMAR Azure is introducing a new licencing method for its Sail
Design Software. Pay -As –You- Design (PAYD) for software on an
annual basis for greater adaptability and lower up-front investment
than a perpetual licence!

Pay As You Design (PAYD) licence includes: 12 months user-licence + USB dongle +
12 months M&S service + 20 Sail Design Credits.
 Buying Sail Design Credits is required to use the PAYD licence; a bundle of 20 credits
will initially be provided. A PAYD licence needs to be renewed every 12 months.
 Annual cost: EUR 1,200.00/GBP 1,000.00.
 If the user wishes to transform its PAYD into a perpetual licence or annual licence
with no restriction on the number of sails that can be produced, EUR 800/GBP 670
will be discounted from the cost of the new licence. Only be possible if PAYD is still
active.
For more information, please contact: sabrina@smar-azure.com

